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Welcome to the 2019 UCL IOE CI Chinese Conference
Dear Colleagues,
We are happy to welcome you all to the 16th Annual Chinese Conference, held by the UCL IOE Confucius
Institute for Schools (IOE CI). The theme, ‘Looking Back, Thinking Forwards’, will be
evident throughout the plenaries and workshops, which will be focussing on the progress being made in
the teaching of Mandarin Chinese, whilst also reflecting on how much has been achieved in the field so
far. Your ideas and participation in these discussions and reflections is, as always, greatly appreciated.
Our conference marks the end of the academic year and, looking back over this last year, a great deal has
been achieved. The Department for Education’s (DfE) Mandarin Excellence Programme (MEP), with its
enhanced curriculum provision, is helping to demonstrate just how much motivated students can achieve
in the language; the MEP is a source of great encouragement, not only for the schools on the programme,
but also for Chinese teaching in general across the country. We are delighted to welcome The Rt. Hon.
Nick Gibb MP, Minister of State for School Standards at the DfE to this year’s conference. We are also
pleased to welcome Minister Counsellor Wang Yongli from the Education Section of the Chinese
Embassy.
Teacher supply is improving. We have 16 student teachers graduating this summer from UCL IOE with a
PGCE (Mandarin). Other providers are beginning Mandarin specific PGCE provision too. We are also
seeing an increase of Chinese on curriculum in UK schools, establishing Mandarin beside other
mainstream languages with GCSE entries growing by more than 30% since 2011. During the last five
years, there has been an increase in Mandarin teaching resources available and this is particularly evident
in our conference exhibition. The demand for IOE CI Hanban teachers has also allowed us to increase
their numbers, and their positive impact is currently being felt in 48 schools throughout England.
In 2018, the IOE CI launched the new three year course, ‘Upskilling in Mandarin’,
which sees non-Mandarin speaking teachers reach a level of Chinese that enables
them to begin to teach the subject in their schools. Also this year, supported by the
MEP, we have launched a research project around the teaching of Chinese
characters (more of this on Saturday), as well as four new MEP Teacher Training
Films.
The IOE CI team and I hope that you enjoy this year’s conference and that it gives
you lots of ideas and support for the coming academic year. We are looking forward
to talking to you over the next couple of days and hearing your ideas and suggestions.
We would like to thank Hanban wholeheartedly for their support of the conference.
We would like to thank all delegates for making the Chinese teaching community so
committed and vibrant and look forward, as ever, to providing support to you in your work.

Katharine Carruthers, Director, UCL IOE Confucius Institute and
UCL Pro-Vice-Provost (East Asia)

16th Annual Chinese Teaching Conference

UCL IOE Confucius Institute for Schools would like to thank the following:



British Council



Department for Education



Education Section, Chinese Embassy



Hanban (Confucius Institute Headquarters)



HSBC



Peking University (PKU) and PKU High School

Social media
@UCL_IOE_CI – Twitter name for UCL IOE Confucius Institute for Schools
#ChineseConf – Hashtag to use when tweeting about this event

Delegates are asked kindly to complete an evaluation form for each day of conference attendance.
The conference will be conducted in English. Session schedules may be subject to change.
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Friday 14 June (Day 1)
Session 1, Friday 10:00–10:50 (Plenary)

Conference Opening – ‘Looking Back, Thinking Forwards’
Student Performance – 我和我的好朋友 (My Good Friend)
Kiran Sanjeev (Year 8) from Kingsford Community School
Keynote speakers
Katharine Carruthers is the Director of the UCL Institute Of Education (IOE)
Confucius Institute for Schools; she is also UCL’s Pro-Vice-Provost for East Asia.
The UCL IOE Confucius Institute and 45 IOE Confucius Classrooms play a
leading role in promoting and developing the study of Chinese in schools in
England.
Katharine is an experienced teacher and examiner of Chinese. She is the series
editor of the textbooks for teaching Chinese for 11-16 year olds and wrote the specification for
the increasingly popular Cambridge Pre-U Mandarin Chinese. Katharine teaches on the IOE’s
PGCE Language course, working with PGCE students training to teach Mandarin Chinese. She
is the Strategic Director for UCL’s delivery of the DfE’s Mandarin Excellence Programme.
Her research interests centre around teaching and learning of Chinese as a foreign language in
schools, the notion of intercultural competence in Chinese and UK schools and globalisation and
language policy. Her research is presently focused on the effective teaching of Chinese
characters.
As UCL Pro-Vice-Provost (East Asia), Katharine plays an important strategic role as a catalyst
for UCL’s engagement in the region.
Katharine received an OBE in the 2018 New Year Honours list for her services to Education.
The Rt. Hon. Nick Gibb, MP is Minister of State for School Standards at the
Department for Education. Nick Gibb went to school in Maidstone, Leeds and
Wakefield before going on to study law at Durham University. He was formerly a
chartered accountant specialising in corporate taxation with KPMG.
Nick served as Shadow Minister for Schools from 2005 until 2010, and as
Minister of State for Schools from May 2010 until September 2012. He was
appointed Minister of State at the Department for Education on 15 July 2014. He was elected
Conservative MP for Bognor Regis and Littlehampton in 1997.
Nick Gibb’s Minister of State for School Standards responsibilities include recruitment and
retention of teachers and school leaders (including initial teacher training, qualifications and
professional development), supporting a high-quality teaching profession (including links to the
National College for Teaching and Leadership), national funding formula for schools and school
revenue funding and school accountability (including links with Ofsted).
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Minister-Counsellor Wang Yongli is Minister Counsellor for the Education
section at the Chinese Embassy in London. Mr. Wang Yongli was born in March
1963, in Shaanxi Province. He began his first employment in August 1984. He
holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Radio Physics from Lanzhou University
and an EMBA degree from Nanyang Technological University in Singapore.

Professor Becky Francis is Director of the UCL Institute of Education (IOE).
She joined the IOE from King’s College London, where she was Professor of
Education and Social Justice. Her previous roles include Director of Education
at the RSA.
Becky has combined academic research and policy work in education throughout
her career. She regularly serves as a consultant to the UK government and
international agencies, and previously served as Standing Advisor to the UK Parliamentary
committee responsible for scrutinising government policy on education. She is a frequent media
commentator on education issues.
Becky’s academic expertise centres on social identities and inequalities in educational contexts.
Her policy research focuses on school quality and social class. She has spearheaded
longstanding research programmes on the impact of major reforms in the English schools system
– in particular, the policy of academisation. Her research is presently focussed on attainment
grouping, and the impact on social inequality.
Becky served as a panel member for the 2014 national Research Excellence Framework
exercise. She has also acted as a judge for various national practitioner awards, including the
TES Teacher of the Year awards. She is a trustee of Impetus, which supports charities working
with disadvantaged young people.

School Performance - 智能垃圾桶 (The Magical Smart Bins)
Pupils from Queen Mary’s Grammar School. Performers are Jamie Cumberlidge (Year 8), Harry
Sharma (Year 8), Mazen Kafienah (Year 9), Adnan Khan (Year 9), Joseph Mitchell (Year 9).

Session 2, Friday 11:15–12:05 (Workshops)
Choose from the following:
Fostering learning through virtual classrooms
Lina Li
This workshop will explore why and how we use online learning platforms and how virtual
classrooms can motivate students to demonstrate their ability, as well as how they can foster
students’ creativity by encouraging them to gain ownership of Mandarin. It will cover a range of
topics including the typing of Mandarin Chinese characters, teachers’ online assistants, building
strong study habits from Year 7, students taking control of their own progress and howstudents
benefit from each other’s work.
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Project-based learning at GCSE
Chunlei Li
This workshop will cover the common attainment targets from both the old GCSE and the new
GCSE. It will also identify roles for teachers and students in cooperation with differnet
mechanisms to motivate students in their GCSE preparation, to share practical hands-on advice
and supportive packages for project-based GCSE topics as well as to discuss and explore
approaches to support GCSE students in individual learning, self/peer assessment, moderation
and mock exams.
Differentiation in the mixed ability classroom
Lucy Wicks
Lucy is a Specialist Leader in Education and has taught Chinese in UK state schools for more
than 12 years. In this workshop, she will share some practical ideas for how teachers can
differentiate lesson activities to motivate every student, even in the most mixed ability classrooms,
to strive for and celebrate their best learning.
Lights! Camera! Action! Using film in the Chinese classroom
Xiaoming Zhu & Dr. Carol-Mei Barker
In this workshop, we will talk about the benefit of introducing films in language teaching and how
film and moving image stimulus can be used effectively to meet learning outcomes. We will
demonstrate how to create engaging activities with a few selected film clips to support the
teaching of listening, speaking, reading and writing skills in a Mandarin classroom. We will have
focused discussions on strategies applied for different key stages of learning. There will be
opportunities for participants to contribute as well as a Q&A. A list of resources will be provided
to the teachers for future use.
Embedding Chinese in your primary school curriculum
Rachel Tiefenbrun
This workshop will explore what can be done before and after a language lesson to ensure
maximum impact. As well as looking at how to create more cross-curricular planning
opportunities, we will also discuss how non-Mandarin speaking class teachers can be supported
in consolidating language content outside of the weekly Mandarin slot. The session will finish with
a hands-on look at games and resources which class teachers can use to reinforce learning.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Session 3, Friday 13:00–13:50 (Plenary)

Chinese – The Learner’s Perspective
Keynote speakers
Dr. Jane Orton, PhD is an Honorary Fellow at the University of Melbourne,
where she was director of the Chinese Teacher Training Centre, a national
research and professional development centre for Chinese language
teaching in Australia, from 2009-2015, and where, prior to that, she
coordinated Modern Languages Education for 15 years. Jane has
researched and published widely in the learning of Chinese as a Second
Language, in Chinese teacher education and in intercultural relationships
between Australians and Chinese in workplace settings. Jane is a Board member of the
international Chinese as a Second Language Research Association (CASLAR) and a member
of the Editorial Board of the CASLAR Journal. She served as an Executive member of the
Australia China Business Council (Vic) from 1995 to 2003, including five years as a Vice
President.

Session 4, Friday 14:00–14:50 (Workshops)
Choose from the following:
Evidence-informed perspectives for teaching pronunciation to beginner learners of
Chinese
Rob Neal
Set within the context of teaching and learning Chinese at two secondary schools in the North of
England, the aim of this workshop is to share research-informed insights into the nature of
beginner learners’ pronunciation challenges. Participants will discuss priorities for pronunciation
instruction and learn more about how to carry out their own research project. Rob Neal is the
Swire Manchester Chinese Language Centre Coordinator as well as an ESRC-funded PhD
student at the University of Cambridge.
How to stimulate learners’ independence in Pre-U language teaching
Eva Bunnage
Eva is currently the Head of Chinese at City of London School and they often find Pre-U language
teaching a challenge, not only for pupils but also for teachers. With limited textbook resources,
changing topics and a huge amount of vocabulary to deliver, teachers often find it difficult to cover
the topics, let alone have spare energy to stimulate pupils’ independence. In the workshop, Eva
will give teachers 7 useful methods for Pre-U language teaching, together with pupils’ example
work.
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Making writing interesting and interactive
Zeng Bin
Zeng Bin started teaching Mandarin in 2007 firstly to adults and then to school children and
currently works in Uppingham School as Head of Mandarin. In this workshop Zeng Bin will share
some ideas on how to make reading and writing tasks interesting and interactive. The ideas
shared will require minimum preparation from teachers, but have maximum impact in students’
learning progress and motivation. There will also be an opportunity to share your own ideas and
to get some ideas from other teachers.
Using pop songs to learn Mandarin and culture
Chang-Chi Chen
Pop songs are one of the best authentic materials to motivate learning. But how to integrate songs
into parts of your lessons or how to plan a song-based lesson can be challenging. This workshop
will inspire participants to exchange ideas and also demonstrate examples of how to employ
songs in your teaching an effective and engaging way!
Primary Progress: Assessment is your friend
Cara Bleiman
This will be a hands-on workshop where participants will have the opportunity to share ideas and
develop a toolkit of assessment techniques to improve pupil progress in primary school. Cara will
lead an exploration into ‘Assessment for Learning’ strategies such as effective questioning, use
of mini-whiteboards, benchmarking and ‘hands-free marking’. Cara is an experienced classroom
teacher who now works as Primary Mandarin Project Consultant for the Harris Federation where
she oversees the teaching and learning of Mandarin to over 2000 pupils.

Session 5, Friday 15:00–15:50 (Workshops)
Choose from the following:
Using the IOE MEP teacher training films to develop your own teaching
Kay McLeod & Nicola Larkin
This workshop will look specifically at the eight teacher-training films created by the IOE CI as
part of the Mandarin Excellence Programme (MEP). The teacher training films were created in
response to a lack of teacher training film resources for Mandarin Chinese, and they are already
proving extremely useful to teachers and trainee teachers of Chinese. The workshop will include
guided viewings of the resources as well as discussions on the variety of different ways in which
the films can be used in one’s own professional development.
Developing students’ independent learning competence (GCSE speaking and writing
focus)
Frank Wang
The new Chinese GCSE, which starts in 2019, brings changes in the speaking and writing exams,
which in turn creates more challenges for students and Chinese teachers. The new GCSE
requires students to give simultaneous responses in speaking and to learn a wide range of
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vocabulary across multiple topics in writing. It requires students to have more language speaking
skills to achieve better results and encourages Chinese teachers to nurture students’ different
language skills rather than just exam skills. This workshop will look at how to embed teaching that
fosters students’ linguistic skills while sharing and exchanging ideas and practices from Anglo
European School, where Frank works.
Mixed listening strategies for effective input
Michelle Tate
Have you ever sat down and really thought about how you are listening to whatever might be
playing? Are you trying to identify and extract key information? There are so many ways to listen,
as well as so many missed opportunities in listening. This workshop will investigate different
strategies for maximum effectiveness in listening and how you can change your style to support
your students more, by teaching you how to help them transform sounds into Chinese characters
when they hear them.
Creative usage of authentic materials
Yi Zhang
Turning the learning experience into a culturally-rich and contemporary experience ensures
fascination as well as retention; this could be achieved through the use of authentic materials.
Starting with the basics of KS3 to the challenging GCSE grammar points (and Pre-U as bonus),
this workshop will focus on how to find and use suitable authentic materials. Possible ways of
using and selecting authentic materials will be discussed and examples analysed. Tested
example resources and worksheets will be provided.
Games in the primary classroom
Rhoda Pennington
This workshop will be an exploration about what teachers need to consider when designing,
planning and playing games in the primary MFL classroom including: learning outcomes, age
appropriateness, behavior management and more. The use of songs and role play will also be
included under the umbrella of ‘game playing’. Rhoda Pennington is Lead Teacher of Mandarin
and Confucius Classroom Manager at Highgate Primary School, where she designed a Mandarin
curriculum which is taught from Reception to Year 6.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Session 6, Friday 16:00–16:45 (Plenary)

MFL Pedagogy and the Position of Chinese
Keynote speakers
Katharine Carruthers is the Director of the UCL Institute Of Education
(IOE) Confucius Institute for Schools; she is also UCL’s Pro-Vice-Provost for
East Asia.

Ian Bauckman CBE has worked in education since graduating from
Cambridge University. He led a modern languages department and a sixth
form before becoming headteacher of a large comprehensive in Kent. The
school was graded outstanding and is a Teaching School and SCITT. Ian
was president of ASCL from 2013 to 2014.
Ian now leads a MAT which includes free schools, is an Ofsted inspector and
was a HTB member from 2014 to 2017. He chaired a review of Modern
Languages in 2016, is a trustee of NFER, is a board member at Ofqual, and is a Department
for Education advisor on RSE, modern languages and character education. He was awarded
the CBE in 2017 for services to education.

Prof. Emma Marsden is Professor of Applied Linguistics at the University of
York. She has taught French, Spanish and English as foreign languages,
mainly in secondary schools. Since 2000 she has undertaken research into
language learning and teaching in both laboratory and classroom settings,
with young and adult learners. She is in-coming Editor of Language Learning
and is co-author of Second Language Learning Theories. With international
networks of collaborators, she established and directs the IRIS repository of materials for
language learning research and OASIS, a database of openly accessible summaries of
research. Emma has also worked as an advisor on foreign language education policy and
practice in the UK and is director of the National Centre for Excellence for Language Pedagogy.

Prof. Li Wei is Chair of Applied Linguistics and Director of the UCL Centre
for Applied Linguistics and Director of the ESRC UBEL Doctoral Training
Partnership led by UCL. His work is mainly in bilingualism and
multilingualism. He is editor of the International Journal of Bilingual Education
and Bilingualism, Applied Linguistics Review, and co-editor of Global
Chinese and Chinese Language and Discourse. He is also the editor of the
English version of China State Language Commission's annual reports: The
Language Situation in China (中国语言生活状况报告), published by De
Gruyter.
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School Performance - 中国新年 (Chinese NewYear)
Pupils from Queen Anne’s School. Performers are Gabrielle Hortopp (Year 9), Lara Lancaster
(Year 8), Melissa Jones (Year 8), Catrin Patterson (Year 9), Luisa Brandon (Year 9).

Excellence Awards 2019
About the Excellence Awards
A great many unsung heroes contribute to the study of Chinese and about China in schools. The
IOE CI Excellence Awards recognise and celebrate these people for their efforts and talents. They
are specifically for those involved in the subject discipline of Chinese language learning or in
supporting the study of China across the curriculum.
Nomination process
The awards are made annually following a nomination process. All teachers are eligible to
nominate any colleagues they feel have shown exceptional support in the teaching of Chinese
and the study of China across the curriculum. Nominations are submitted online and must include
a detailed citation that demonstrates how the nominee meets the criteria. The award winners are
then chosen by a panel of judges.
Congratulations to all the 2019 Excellence Award winners.
(The 2019 Excellence Awards will be present at the Conference Dinner)

2019 Excellence Award winners
Helen Lewis – 2019 Excellence Award winner
Helen joined Finham Park School in 2014 as a part-time teacher of Mandarin.
From teaching the subject in just one school, she has now become the driving
force behind the subject in five secondary and numerous primary schools in
Coventry and Warwickshire. She leads a team of four UK-qualified teachers
and also three Hanban teachers to successfully deliver the mainstream
programmes, outreach activity and of course the Mandarin Excellence
Programme (MEP). Up to 400 students will be studying MEP under Helen’s
leadership from September 2019!
Helen is passionate about Chinese culture and is tireless in her determination to explore
pedagogical strategies and share best practice across the whole Chinese teaching community.
In Coventry and Warwickshire, Helen is without doubt the ‘go to colleague’ for Mandarin and
Chinese culture advice, a true testament to her commitment to the subject area.
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Dinh Ho – 2019 Excellence Award winner
Dinh, from Torquay Boys’ Grammar School, is an outstanding teacher who
carefully considers the needs of students and teaches accordingly. She is
generous with her time and resources, and is an excellent colleague. This
year in particular she has worked tirelessly with the Year 13 IB students and
the Year 11 GCSE students; her dedication and determination have provided
the students with the tools to succeed in their formal examinations. Quite
simply, she is considered a treasure in her school by both staff and students,
who are honoured to teach with her or be taught by her.
Cara Bleiman – 2019 Excellence Award winner
In Cara’s role as Primary Mandarin Project Consultant for the Harris
Federation, she supports teaching and learning across seven primary schools
and is incredibly passionate about promoting Mandarin in primary schools
more widely across the country. She frequently runs primary Mandarin
workshops for teachers at different conferences, including the SWIRE
conference, IOE Annual Chinese teaching conference and IOE CI training
days. She has also run open days that give primary teachers the chance to
come and observe her in action delivering her own Mandarin lessons. Her passion and hard work
have made a great impact in promoting Mandarin in primary schools across the country, who are
sincerely grateful for her support.
Yaying Liu – 2019 Excellence Award winner
Yaying Liu joined Archbishop Sentamu Academy (ASA) in September 2017,
initially to teach just one of the MEP groups. Not long after joining the school
Yaying was offered the opportunity to take on additional responsibilities, and
before long was teaching all groups from Year 8 through to Year 13. Going
above and beyond her original remit, Yaying has overcome a number of difficult
challenges. Her tenacity, diligence and professionalism have been much
appreciated by students and staff at ASA, and we cannot thank her enough for
her fantastic contribution to our school.

~~~~~~~~~~
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Saturday 15 June (Day 2)
Session 7, Saturday 10:00–10:50 (Plenary)
Student Performance
Rhiannon Durant (Year 12) from Sevenoaks School

Characters: New Approaches to Teaching
Keynote Speakers
Kay McLeod is the Mandarin Excellence (MEP) Coordinator at the UCL IOE
Confucius Institute. Kay first came to the Chinese language through a
Scottish MA in Chinese Studies from the University of Edinburgh. She spent
three years living in China, first as a student of Chinese language in Dalian
and later as in-house interpreter at a Chinese Opera theatre in Nanjing. In
2012 she graduated with an MA in Sinology from SOAS University of London,
closely followed by a PGCE at Goldsmiths University and six years of teaching Mandarin in the
UK classroom.
Kay joined the Confucius Institute in August 2018 as Coordinator of the Mandarin Excellence
Programme. Kay is responsible for the day-to-day delivery of the Mandarin Excellence
Programme in schools across England, using her experience as a classroom teacher and
subject coordinator to lend support to schools and individual teachers delivering the
programme.

Dr. Kan Qian 阚茜 is Senior Lecturer in Chinese and Head of Chinese in the
School of Languages and Applied Linguistics at The Open University. She is
Senior Fellow of the British Higher Education Academy and a Director of
Studies in Asian and Middle Eastern Studies at the University of Cambridge.
She is very experienced in developing Chinese language teaching and
learning materials, and has published several well-known Chinese language
textbooks, including GCSE Chinese Writing Revision Guide (2018, coauthored), Sinolingua; Developing Writing Skills in Chinese (2013), 2nd ed., Routledge;
Colloquial Chinese (2009), 2nd ed., Routledge; Colloquial Chinese 2 (2007), Routledge.

Jane Woo from Christ’s College, Finchley is a native Mandarin and
Cantonese speaker. Jane has been teaching Mandarin, French and
Mathematics since her NQT year. She was trained in the psychology domain
for her Bachelor’s degree, followed by professional teacher training at UCL
IOE. Since her PGCE Jane has taken the evidence-based approach by
conducting small-scale research projects with her learners. Her particular
interest lies in the teaching and learning of Chinese characters and effective assessment.
Jane was awarded Outstanding Teacher of the Year Silver award by Pearson in 2018.
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11:15 – 12:05

1

2

12:15 – 12:50

13:00 – 13:50
(Plenary)

14:00 – 14:50

15:00 – 15:50

16:05 – 16:50
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Primary
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Level
(Jeffrey Hall)

Exhibition and refreshments

Student performance: Kiran Sanjeev (Kingsford Community
School)
Conference Opening Plenary: Looking Back, Thinking
Forwards—Katharine Carruthers, The Rt. Hon. Nick Gibb MP,
Minister of State for School Standards (Department for
Education), Wang Yongli, Minister Counsellor (Chinese
Embassy) and Prof. Becky Francis (UCL IOE)
School performance: Queen Mary’s Grammar School

X

X

X

Fostering Learning through
virtual classrooms
Lina Li

X

Project-based learning at
GCSE
Chunlei Li

X

Differentiation in the mixed
ability classroom
Lucy Wicks

X

X

Lights Camera Action! Using
film in the Chinese
Embedding Chinese in your
classroom
primary school curriuculum
Xiaoming Zhu & Dr. CarolRachel Tiefenbrun
Mei Barker

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Exhibition

Lunch, exhibition and
networking
(Research posters)

Plenary: Chinese- The Learner's Perspective

3

Dr. Jane Orton, University of Melbourne

4

Evidence-informed
perspectives for teaching
pronunciation to beginner
learners of Chinese
Rob Neal

How to stimulate learners’
independence in Pre-U
language teaching
Eva Bunnage

Making writing interesting
and interactive
Zeng Bin

5

Using the UCL IOE MEP
teacher training films to
develop your own teaching
Kay McLeod & Nicola Larkin

Developing students'
independent learning
competence (GCSE speaking
and writing focus)
Frank Wang

Mixed listening strategies for Creative usage of authentic
effective input
materials
Michelle Tate
Yi Zhang

6

X

Plenary: MFL Pedagogy and the Position of Chinese —
Katharine Carruthers, Ian Bauckham, Prof. Emma Marsden
(University of York) and Prof. Li Wei (UCL Institute of
Education)
School performance: Queen Anne’s School

X

X

(Hanban teacher group photos)

18:30 – 21:30

Breakout IV
(Nunn Hall)
Using culture and
authentic resources

Registration and
cloakroom

09:00 – 10:00

10:00 – 10:50

Entrance
Level 3
(Bedford Way)

Breakout I
(Drama Studio)
Leading the way

Conference dinner at Golden Phoenix restaurant, Chinatown
Excellence Awards Ceremony 2019

X

Using pop songs to learn
Mandarin and culture
Chang-Chi Chen

X

Primary Progress:
Assessment is your friend
Cara Bleiman

Exhibition

Games in the primary
Classroom
Rhoda Pennington

Exhibition

X

Session

Saturday 15th June, 2019 (Day 2)

(Plenary)

11:10 – 12:00

7

8

12:00 – 12:55

13:00 – 13:50
(Plenary)

14:05 – 14:55

15:05 – 15:55

16:10 – 16:50

Main stage
Level 1
(Logan Hall)

Breakout I
(Drama Studio)
Leading the way

Breakout II
(Clarke Hall)
Learner independence
and success

Breakout III
(Elvin Hall)
Teaching pedagogy

Breakout IV
(Nunn Hall)
Using culture and
authentic resources

Breakout V
(Committee Room 1)
Teaching pedagogy

Registration and
cloakroom

09:15 – 10:00

10:00 – 10:50

Entrance
Level 3
(Bedford Way)

9

10

11

12

Exhibition
Level 1
(Jeffrey Hall)

Exhibition and refreshments

Student Performance: Rhiannon Durant (Sevenoaks School)
Plenary: Characters: New Approaches to teaching - Kay
McLeod, Dr. Kan Qian (Open University), Jane Woo (Christ’s
College, Finchley), Victor Wu (Highdown School and Sixth
Form Centre), Jolanta Vanate (Lambeth Academy) and Liwei
Chen (UCL IOE)

X

X

Integrating and implementing
character study into your
Scheme of Work
Josh Ma

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Plenary: Expanding Knowledge: Thinking forward to the
future of Chinese development and delivery—Philippa
Vallely, Zoe Barfield (Woking High School), Kai Cheung
(Alexandra Park School), Alex Ferraby (Seven Kings School)
and Rose Ren (Bohunt School, Worthing)

X

X

Self-regulated student learning
Behaviour management in
(meta-cognition) in practice for
classrooms
Chinese teaching and learning
Jane Woo
Lijing Zhang

X

X

Setting effective independent
Curing the year 8-9 doldrums
learning tasks for Mandarin
with project-based learning!
practice
Annabel Hurley
Kay McLeod & Tangfeng

Cross curricula approaches
to primary Mandarin
Simone Haughey (Room
731)

Lunch, exhibition and
networking
(Research posters)

X

Looking forward to a new
curriculum - Intent,
implementation and impact
James Stagg

I, We, You, learning system
Exploring what matters most to
to engage students and help Let's play a fun activity!
students
them progress
Yen-Chiao Fang
Liqun Dai
Katie Wang

Task-based learning for
GCSE speaking and writing
Elliot Hsiao-Williams

Exhibition

X

Creative and independent
learning through homework:
engaging students outside
the classroom
Puchan Liao

Learning, Living, Languagedifferent approaches to four
skills
Yuemei Li

Busy teachers: optimising
learning and reducing
workload
Victor Wu and Pia Maggioni

Exhibition

Plenary: Learning Languages Builds Character: The
forward impact of language learning—Xiaoming Zhu, Ryan
James-Gall (Lambeth Academy and SOAS), Manny Botwe
(Tytherington School) and Liqun Dai (Archbishop Sentamu
Academy)

X

X

Chinese music and Chinese
Teaching Mandarin with SEN
language teaching and
learners
learning
Yi-Shan Lu
Lik Suen and Beibei Wang

X

X

X

Victor Wu is an MFL teacher and Lead for the Mandarin Excellence
Programme at Highdown School and Sixth Form Centre in Reading. He is
also a PGCE subject mentor on behalf of UCL IOE. He was awarded a
bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree in education from the Université
Lyon 2, where he completed a thesis focusing on acquisition of written
language in foreign language learning context. He completed his PGDE in
Secondary Mandarin & French at the University of Aberdeen in 2015

Jolanta Vanate is the Mandarin and Spanish teacher at Lambeth Academy.
After finishing her PGCE in 2018 at the University of Edinburgh, Jolanta
started teaching full time in London. During the past year Jolanta has been
teaching both Mandarin and Spanish and has developed her own pedagogy.
Part of this has been due to Jolanta’s interest in developing different methods
to help her students in their Mandarin character writing, meaning that her
students have increased their ability to write longer sentences by
remembering phrases as opposed to single characters. Jolanta aims to keep building on this
and continue to support her students in their ability and confidence of character writing.

Liwei Chen is a current PGCE student at UCL IOE. He teaches Mandarin,
Spanish and French. Prior to joining the PGCE, Liwei taught Mandarin and
Spanish at Didcot Girls’ School for 7 months. He holds a BA in Arabic
Language and Culture from Taiwan Cheng-chi University; an MA in Muslim
Cultures from the Institute for the Study of Muslim Civilisations, London; a postgraduate certificate in Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Language from SOAS.
He is about to start teaching Mandarin, on the Mandarin Excellence
Prgroamme, and Spanish at Greig City Academy from September 2019 onwards.

Session 8, Saturday 11:10–12:00 (Workshops)
Choose from the following:
Integrating and implementing character study into your Scheme of Work
Josh Ma
Josh Ma has 14 years of experience in teaching Chinese in the UK and is now second in
Languages at Whitgift School. His workshop will be focusing on two main areas: Firstly, how to
write an effective SoW that ensures natural progress on the retention of characters. Secondly,
how to effectively implement the teaching and learning of characters in and out of the classroom.
Self-regulated student learning (metacognition) in practice for Chinese teaching and
learning
Stella Zhang
What is self-regulated learning? How can you help your students learn Chinese more
independently and actively? Stella, as a Cambridge accredited teacher trainer with 25 years
Chinese language teaching experience, will facilitate and demonstrate how to use the learner
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regulated approach to plan, monitor and evaluate learning as if you were students learning
Chinese in class. You will be able to implement what you have learned from the workshop in your
school.
Behaviour management in your classrooms
Jane Woo
Have you ever felt overwhelmed or struggled to teach in a classroom? Do you have a particular
group of pupils that you just cannot seem to build a good rapport with? Thinking about how you
can support your colleagues in this aspect? In this workshop, Jane will share her journey in search
of effective strategies for behaviour management. Jane has single-handedly launched the
Mandarin Excellence Programme in her school (secondary sector) and taught a total of 4 subjects
during the first year of her teaching. You will also have the opportunity to learn from different
scenarios, discuss your current challenges and find possible solutions to transform such
situations.
Curing the Year 8-9 doldrums with project-based learning
Annabel Hurley
This is a practical workshop introducing how to set up and structure exciting and fun projects to
keep pupils interested. The project ideas target Years 7, 8, and 9, but can easily be adapted for
GCSE/IB/Pre-U. Whole school projects and ideas relating to Chinese will also be discussed.
Delegates will come away with a number of new ideas for their own projects, and the tools to
create original projects of their own.
Setting effective independent learning tasks for Mandarin practice: A new approach in
collaboration with PKU
Kay McLeod and Tangfeng
This workshop focuses on the question of setting high-value independent learning tasks for
developing key skills in Mandarin. Teachers will be asked to discuss what constitutes effective
independent learning, how we set expectations for our students’ independent work, and how
teacher-monitored online learning can fill gaps in the types of tasks we already set. We will then
talk about an online platform for Mandarin learners currently being developed by Tangfeng,
working closely with the Mandarin Excellence Programme (MEP) team and Peking University
(PKU). Teachers will be asked for their own feedback on the project so far. This workshop is
especially relevant for teachers using the Jinbu textbooks.
Cross Curricula Approaches to Primary Mandarin
Simone Haughey
This workshop will cover a range of ways to approach teaching and learning Primary Mandarin
Chinese across the curriculum, from Skype lessons, penpals and ICT to cross-curricular subjects.
~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Session 9, Saturday 13:00–13:50 (Plenary)

Expanding Knowledge: Thinking forward to the future of Chinese
Development and Delivery
Keynote speakers

Philippa Vallely is responsible for the strategic planning, development, delivery
and evaluation of the UCL IOE Confucius Institute for Schools’ CPD programme
for Mandarin teachers in the UK. This comprehensive programme caters for
teachers at all levels, from total language beginners to native speakers,
increasing access to Mandarin Chinese and Chinese culture for teachers.
Philippa was previously Academic Director for a group of junior language
education centres. Prior to that she worked in Malaysia as a teacher trainer/mentor, on a
Ministry of Education teacher development project, delivered by the British Council. Additionally
she has ten years’ language teaching experience, including six years in China where she also
studied Mandarin at Beijing Language and Culture University.
Philippa holds a Master’s degree in Education and International Development from the Institute
of Education, an Honours degree in English and Theatre Studies from Warwick University,
CELTA and a Trinity Diploma in TESOL.
Zoe Barfield is an English and Mandarin teacher at Woking High School in
Surrey. Zoe graduated from Keele University in 2000 with joint honours in
English and American Studies, after which she signed up to work for VSO
(Voluntary Service Overseas) as a volunteer English teacher in China. She
worked in China for three and a half years in Shanxi Province. On returning to
the UK, she worked teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages and took
her PGCE in Post-Compulsory Education in 2007. Zoe started teaching at Woking High School
where she was approached by the Head who asked if she would teach Mandarin on the
Mandarin Excellence Programme. In September, she started teaching Mandarin to two classes
of Year 7 students. Zoe continues to improve her own language skills through the upskilling
course at the IOE CI. She has passed HSK1 and HSK2 and aims to take HSK3 by the end of
the year.

Kai Cheung is a teacher currently working in Alexandra Park School in London.
He previously spent five years working in the primary/secondary education
industry in Hong Kong and three years in the UK.
Kai grew up in Hong Kong and moved to the UK to complete his PGCE course
in Edge Hill University in Liverpool after working as a News Editor and a Flight
Attendant. He has recently finished the Early Leadership course delivered by
the IOE CI.
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Alex Ferraby is from Seven Kings Schools in London. Having worked in China
after graduating, Alex then took up a career in teaching French and Chinese at
Kingsford Community School in East London, in 2005. He eventually became
head of Languages and later moved to Seven Kings School in Redbridge
Borough, taking the same position, but also with the ambition of initiating and
building the teaching of Chinese. Alex has enjoyed being involved with the
Chinese conference over the years, and is now involved with teacher training at his school. He
has always seized any opportunity to work with student teachers, seeing how much he himself
and members of his team benefit from their energy and vigour. At present he is developing
teacher training founded on the concept of ‘Black Box Thinking’ (cf. Matthew Syed’s book) looking back and learning from mistakes as an individual, or team, and planning for
improvements.

Rose Ren is a Mandarin teacher at Bohunt School, Worthing. Rose is currently studying on the
UCL IOE MTeach with a focus on student motivation.

Session 10, Saturday 14:05–14:55 (Workshops)
Choose from the following:
Looking forward to a new curriculum – Intent, Implementation and Impact
James Stagg
With the publication of Ofsted’s new (draft) framework this year, the education sector has seen a
renewed, very welcome, focus on the curriculum that students receive in schools. This places
higher emphasis on, and takes us back to, a focus on subject level. This session will help teachers
to re-focus on the essence of what the Chinese curriculum is, how best to implement their
curriculum and to understand how we can gain the best impact for the benefit of students. (Intent,
Implementation, Impact).
Exploring what matters most to students
Liqun Dai
In this workshop, Liqun will share her ideas, experience and resources that she has accumulated
over the last 20 years on activities both inside and outside the classroom, which she believes are
crucial to cultivating passion in students, raising the profile and exam results in schools, and
ultimately developing potential career path for students.
I, We, You learning system to engage students and help them progress
Katie Wang
This workshop will demonstrate knowledge and how to give direct instruction and guidance to the
students, using interactive activities to check the students’ understanding of the knowledge, and
then set up independent tasks for the learner to solve. The workshop will discuss how the teacher
can supervise independent work, and give out differentiated tasks, to support the lower attainers
and stretch the higher attainers
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Let’s play a fun activity
Yen-Chiao Fang
Yen-Chiao started working in Pinner High School as a trailblazing teacher in 2016 after
completing his PGCE at UCL IOE. In this workshop, Yen-Chiao would like to share some fun
activities which he finds engaging with his students in secondary school and the local primary
schools. Yen-Chiao will also explain where he found the resources he uses and how to adapt
those into his teaching and planning.
Task-based learning for GCSE speaking and writing
Elliot Hsiao Williams
This workshop will recap on what we as Mandarin teachers have done since the launch of the
current GCSE specification, with a focus of speaking and writing. The participants will be guided
and encouraged to think creatively on applying ‘task-based’ learning to the GCSE themes. There
will be discussion and peer-evaluation on how GCSE course delivery could be done linguistically
and culturally, rather than just for exam preparation. Elliot works as Head of Teaching at Dragons
Teaching and teaches at The Charter School North Dulwich, London.

Session 11, Saturday 15:05–15:55 (Workshops)
Choose from the following:
Creative and independent learning through homework: engaging students outside the
classroom
Puchan Liao
Language homework should aim to cover the four skills, promote active learning and engage
students at different levels. This workshop explores how teachers could do less in order to make
students do more while developing independence and creativity in learning outside the classroom.
Participants will be introduced to a variety of Mandarin homework ideas and projects which have
been applied successfully in KS3 and KS4.
Learning, Living, Language – different approaches to four skills
Yuemei Li
What can brighten up your learners' eyes, ears and hearts? Learning the living language and
learning in terms of real-life scenarios will make the learning experience more meaningful to
students, so as to prepare themselves for real life situations, including exams. Hence, why not
learn 网红，快递小哥，笑死了，不是我的菜，鸟语花香, 早起的鸟儿有虫吃 etc., for all levels
from KS3 to KS5? This workshop will share some activities that our learners have tried of different
approaches to the four skills, such as a list of living language, projects of emailing Chinese pen
pals, a GCSE writing booklet, etc. Participants are invited to share their good practice on the topic
as well.
Teaching Mandarin with SEN learners
Yi-Shan Lu
If you are not sure how to help SEN learners achieve potential and increase confidence, why not
join us in this workshop? Practical lesson activities helpful for those students who are diagnosed
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with ADHD, autism and dyslexia, will be demonstrated. You are also invited to share good
practice. Yi-Shan has been a Chinese teacher in the UK (primary, secondary, HE, 1-to-1, online)
since early 2007. She is also a freelance translator and a web-based course content developer.
Chinese music and Chinese language teaching and learning
Lik Suen & Beibei Wang
An American writer once said, “If music is a place — then jazz is the city, folk is the wilderness,
rock is the road, classical is a temple”. I have always wondered how to describe Chinese music
precisely. Whatever form it takes, it is part of Chinese culture and music elements can be used in
teaching Chinese which is commonly known as a tonal language. This workshop will explore the
following: 1. How to use music to assist Chinese language teaching and learning; 2. Ideas on
introducing Chinese music and musical instruments as part of Chinese cultural experience; 3.
Music workshops at schools. Participants of the workshop will introduce ideas on how to use
Chinese music and musical instruments as extra attractions to their Chinese classroom.
Busy teachers: Optimising learning and reducing workload
Victor Wu & Pi Maggioni
This workshop will equip teachers with ideas for activities which require little preparation time.
These ideas, which embed differentiation, will allow students to develop their vocabulary and
knowledge of the four language skills alongside their metacognition. Participants will have an
active role in thinking about how to adapt these activities and develop some variations.

Session 12, Saturday 16:10–16:50 (Plenary)

Learning Languages Builds Character: The forward impact of
language learning
Speakers
Xiaoming Zhu is the National Network Coordinator at the UCL IOE Confucius
Institute. Her role is to provide support and advice to the UCL IOE Confucius
Classrooms and other schools in the wider network.
As the first Chinese national to gain UK Qualified Teacher Status, Xiaoming has
a rich experience in teaching Mandarin Chinese in schools. The programmes
she has led and coordinated at the IOE CI include Confucius Classrooms, British Council
Chinese Language Assistants’ training, Hanban teacher programme and other initiatives.
Working closely with the CI Director, Xiaoming has also played a key role in establishing and
supporting collaborations between the CI and various stakeholders in the UK, China and other
European Countries. Since 2015, Xiaoming has been part of the MFL PGCE team at the UCL
Institute of Education, working as the Mandarin PGCE tutor.
Xiaoming holds a BA degree from Xi’an Foreign Languages University and an MA in Education
from the University of Nottingham.
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Ryan James-Gall started studying Chinese at age 12 at Lambeth Academy,
which was one of the first Confucius Classrooms. Ryan participated in the HSBC
speaking competition at the age of 14 and, along with his group, placed 3rd place
nationally for the performance “Beijing Welcomes You”. Ryan continued studying
through GCSE and then to A-Level, securing a place at SOAS to study Chinese
Modern and Classical. In 2017-2018 Ryan spent a year at Beijing Normal
University and whilst there he appeared on the Chinese TV show 黄金 100 秒. Since returning
to the UK, Ryan has also started learning Korean.

Manny Botwe is the Headteacher at Tytherington School in Macclesfield.
Emmanuel Botwe was born, raised and educated in South London. He attended
a comprehensive school and then went to Corpus Christi College, Oxford where
he read. Politics, Philosophy and Economics (PPE). Prior to joining Tytherington
School, Emmanuel was Deputy Headteacher for Raising Standards in a semirural school in South Oxfordshire where he had oversight of achievement at Key
Stage 4. During his time there, the school moved into the top 3% of all state schools for progress
made at GCSE. Prior to this, he taught in an inner city comprehensive in East Oxford.
He has been Headteacher at Tytherington School for just over three years. His leadership was
described as “inspirational and dynamic” in their most recent Ofsted inspection.
His outside interests include Arsenal Football club and charity work. He lives with his wife and
two daughters in Poynton, Cheshire.

Liqun Dai is Confucius Classroom Manager and the Head of Chinese at
Archbishop Sentamu Academy. Liqun was also an Excellence Award winner at
the UCL IOE Confucius Institute 2018 Annual Chinese Teaching Conference
and has been an active member of the Chinese teaching community for many
years. Her school was awarded the ‘Confucius Classroom of the Year’ award in
2016. Liqun has successfully developed and maintained her students' passion
for the Chinese language and culture. Many of her students chose to carry on with Chinese to
A level and degree level, hoping to have successful careers using their knowledge and skills in
Chinese.

~~~~~~~~~~
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Exhibition
We thank the following conference exhibitors:
AQA
Stag Hill House
Guildford
GU27XJ
AQA.org.uk
Email: http://www.aqa.org.uk/contact-us

Cambridge Assessment
International Education
The Triangle Building, Shaftesbury Road
Cambridge
CB2 8EA
www.cambridgeinternational.org
Contact: Zoë Neville-Smith
Email: info@cambridgeinternational.org

Cypress Books

Dragons Teaching

Unit 6 Provident Industrial Estate
Pump Lane, Hayes
London
UB3 3NE
www.cypressbooks.com
Contact: Gigi Chan
Email: info@cypressbooks.com

Earlsfield Business Centre
9 Lydden Road
London
SW18 4LT
www.dragonsteaching.com
Contact: Hannah Leighton
Email: hannah@dragonsteaching.com

Go Well Education

Hanban UK Representative
Office

Suite 1308, Tung Che Commercial Centre
246 Des Voeux Road West
Hong Kong
www.gowell.com
Contact: Miss Yanfen Shi (Eva)
Email: irisli@gowell.com

124 Euston Road
London
NW1 2AL
Contact: Christina Zhang
Email: hanban@chinauk.net

iPandarin

The Learning Adventure

71-75 Shelton Street, Convent Garden
London
WC2H 9JQ
https://www.ipandarin.com
Contact: Xiaomian Wang
Email: carriew@ipandarin.com OR
info@ipandarin.com

133 Whitechapel High St,
London
E1 7PT
www.thelearningadventure.com
Contact: Amy Hamilton
Email:
amy.hamilton@thelearningadventure.com
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Mandarin Matrix

Newby Chinese Ltd

Unit 713, Level 7, Core E
Cyberport 3, 100 Cyberport Road, Cyberport,
Hong Kong
https://mandarinmatrix.org/
Contact: David Tait
Email: david@mandarinmatrix.com

Contact: Richard McCurry
Email: newbychinese@gmail.com
https://www.newbychinese.com/

New York University Shanghai
上海纽约大学

Sinolingua London Ltd.

1555 Century Ave,
Pudong New District,
Shanghai,
China 200122
http://shanghai.nyu.edu

Contact: Anna Cheng
Email: anna.cheng@nyu.edu

Unit 13
Park Royal Metro Centre,
Britannia Way
London
NW10 7PA
www.sinolingua.com.cn
Contact: Ms Ranran Du
Email: editor@sinolingualondon.com

i-Learner of Nebula Group
Limited
2/F, Ritz Plaza, 122 Austin Road
Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon
Hong Kong
www.mandarinkey.org
www.i-learner.com.hk
Contact: Alan Sze
Email: alan@i-learner.com.hk
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MEP TEACHER TRAINING FILMS
We are pleased to announce that there are now eight classroom-based films providing examples
of best practice in Chinese language teaching in schools participating in the Mandarin Excellence
Programme in England.
The films are available in their entirety, as well as in shorter clips that you can filter by teaching
topic.
To watch the MEP Teacher Training Films visit our website - www.ci.ioe.ac.uk/mep-teacher-

training-films/ - or Google search for “IOE CI Teacher Training Films”
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Floorplans
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Institute of Education
IOE Confucius Institute for Schools

Contact Us:
UCL IOE Confucius Institute

Thank you for joining us for the 16th Annual
Chinese Conference.

Tel: 020 7612 6000
https://ci.ioe.ac.uk/
chinesenetworks@ucl.ac.uk

Wi-Fi for the Conference
Event Code: Chineseconf

#ChineseConf

How did we do?
Please tell us what you think by completing an
evaluation form for each day.

Conference dates for next year:
Friday 12th and Saturday 13th June, 2020

